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BILL TOPIC: CLERK & RECORDER PRESERVE PLATS ELECTRONICALLY
Summary of Legislation
County clerks are required to store all plats of land and certify that the plat is recorded from
the original plat. This bill allows county clerks to preserve a plat in electronic form as long as it is
scanned at a minimum resolution of 300 dots per inch.
Background
A plat is a map of a piece of land that is drawn to scale and shows how such land has been
divided.
Local Government Impact
This bill potentially reduces costs for counties that choose to store plats electronically. This
impact will vary by county depending on the methods used for storage and the number of plats they
are able to convert to electronic storage. Cost savings generated can include reduced staff time
related to the retrieval and indexing of plats, reduced off-site storage costs, and operating cost
savings related to the storage of the plats.
In counties that choose to convert plats to an electronic version, costs and workload may
increase initially to perform the electronic conversion. After the electronic conversion, destruction
costs could also be incurred, however counties may choose to keep the original plats. Costs
related to the electronic storage of plat records such as servers and security may increase in
counties that are able to convert a large number of plats to electronic form.
Effective Date
The bill takes effect August 9, 2017, if the General Assembly adjourns on May 10, 2017,
as scheduled, and no referendum petition is filed.
State and Local Government Contacts
Clerks

Counties

The revenue and expenditure impacts in this fiscal note represent changes from current law under the bill for each
fiscal year. For additional information about fiscal notes, please visit: www.leg.colorado.gov/fiscalnotes/

